, among them phospholipid bilayers in water [7] . Accordingly, we will mostly apply existing ideas to the thermotropic cubic smectic phases. At [18, 19] . We refrain from speculating on the details of C, found between A, and A or Ad and A2 [2, 20] . There seems to be no room for it in our model unless it is brought about by a genuine tendency, as in smectic C, towards molecular tilt which is suppressed again at lower temperatures.
The cubic smectic phase D has so far been found [3, 4] only with two homologous compounds, namely the alkyloxynitrobiphenyl-carboxylic acids with n = 16 and 18. For n = 16 it is situated in temperature between C and A, for n = 18 between C and nematic. Carboxylic acids are known to form very stable dimers [4] . Accordingly, one may expect smectic bilayers. In comparison to bilayers in water, these bilayers of thermotropic smectics are inverted, i. e. their more polar parts are in the middle of the bilayer. Also, they are not embedded in a fluid. (Oil would be needed here.) The nameless cubic phase [5] was obtained in the bialkyl-oxybenzoylhydrazine with n = 10. The monolayer of this material has the character of an inverted amphiphilic bilayer, like the dimeric bilayer of the previous compound. However, the two thermotropic smectic layers are connected, i.e. they cannot be split up into monolayers, in contrast to most amphiphilic bilayers. X-ray diffraction patterns were taken from both cubic phases. They are compatible with the space groups Ia3d for smectic D [21] and Pn3m for nameless cubic [5] . (X-ray structural analysis of superlattices is notoriously difficult so that confirmations would be desirable.) Interestingly, the same space groups were established for amphiphile-water systems. Phospholipid bilayers (among them lecithin bilayers) in water were found to form infinitely connected cubic lattices such that two interwoven water bodies are separated by a single bilayer [7] . The space group is Pn3m, with the water channels representing two interpenetrating diamond lattices as sketched in figure 2. Glycerol monooleate, another well-known amphiphile, displays two cubic phases [22, 23] , apart from a lamellar (i.e. smectic A) one, depending on water concentration and temperature of the sample. They were assigned to the space groups Pn3m and Ia3d. Again, the idea is that two interwoven networks of water channels are separated by a single bilayer of amphiphile, as sketched for Ia3d in figure 3 . In one case (diamond) the channels are linked four by four, in the other three by three. The bilayer connections, which are « passages » for water, and their lattice are easy to imagine for Pn3m. Drawings [6] and pictures obtained by optical microscopy [7, 24] may be found in the literature, a very simple diagram is shown in figure 4 . The network of water channels of space group Ia3d can also be interpreted as a lattice of passages, but visualization is more difficult.
We expect in thermotropic cubic smectics the hydrocarbon chain ends of the molecules or dimers to assume the role that water plays in their lyotropic amphiphilic counterparts. A prerequisite for such a function is that the molecules or dimers are able to span the distance between the center lines of neighboring Fig. 2 [25] .
Passages and their lattices can be thermodynamically stable if the elastic modulus of Gaussian curvature, K, of equation (1) is sufficiently positive [7, 15] . The simplest structure of this kind is the well-known Schwarz minimal surface of space group Im3m [6, 26] . [4] ). The modulus of Gaussian curvature equals the second moment of the stress profile of the (flat) bilayer [7, 15] [27] who propose space group Pm3.
